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• CESNET profiles as
  – Asia-Pacific (AP) region coordinator
    • External (European) coordination to easier overcome heterogeneity problem
  – Contributor to EGI related activities within CHAIN consortium
    • Potentially a representative of EGI
Based on CESNET involvement in EUAsiaGrid

- Leading largest WP3 on applications
- Contributing to the EUAsiaGrid Roadmap
  - Co-coordinating its preparation

Asia-Pacific regional specifics
- Shorter history compared to other EU regional support projects (EELA, EUIndia, EUChina, …)
• Asia-Pacific regional specifics (continued)
  – First phase, awareness, help with the infrastructure (however, EUAsiaGrid does not directly support the infrastructure setup and operation), first applications
  – Roadmap currently under preparation
    • No implementation within the EUAsiaGrid project
• Different from other regions, where CHAIN can build on much more extensive work already completed in the past
Relationship with EGI

- Based on CESNET involvement in EGI DS
  - Coordination of EGI DS
  - Collection and analysis of grid utilisation use cases
  - Contribution to the EGI Blueprint and accompanying deliverables

- Work within CHAIN
  - Creation of global roadmap
    - How to interact with grid world outside Europe
  - Definition of CHAIN equivalent to EGI Blueprint
  - CESNET could coordinate the workpackage related to this roadmap preparation